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1.

OVERVIEW

The Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) developed these Visual Impact
Assessment Guidelines (Guidelines) in collaboration with the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA). These Guidelines build on FHWA’s Guidelines for the Visual
Impact Assessment of Highway Projects (FHWA, 2105) to establish a statewide
standard for assessing visual resources in CDOT’s National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) documentation and decision-making. These Guidelines are now incorporated
into the CDOT NEPA Manual, in Chapter 9, Resource Considerations, for visual
impact assessment (VIA) preparation.

Chapter 1
includes:




An introduction to
CDOT’s VIA
Guidelines
An overview of
the VIA process

After applying the FHWA VIA Guidelines to a broad range of transportation projects for three years,
CDOT initiated a conformance review of several VIAs in collaboration with FHWA to evaluate their
effectiveness and level of effort. Information from the conformance review is available from CDOT upon
request.
CDOT organized their Guidelines into the following chapters and appendices:
Chapter 1 - Overview
Chapter 2 - Establishment: Scoping
Chapter 3 - Inventory: Affected Environment
Chapter 4 - Analysis: Impacts Evaluation
Chapter 5 – Mitigation
Chapter 6 - References
Appendix A - Includes two templates that follow instructions from the Guidelines and provide a
framework for VIA documentation:
•

VIA Memorandum (For projects with minor visual impacts)

•

Standard VIA (For projects with the potential for adverse visual impacts or controversy)

Appendix B - Includes CDOT’s visual resource scoping documentation for identifying visual
resource issues, establishing the appropriate level of VIA documentation, and informing NEPA
considerations.
Appendix C - Includes a glossary that defines technical VIA terms.
Appendix D - Identifies 3D visualization software applications for preparing visual simulations.
Appendix E - Includes the strategies behind CDOT’s Guidelines, including connections and
refinements to the FHWA 2015 VIA Guidelines, and summarizes the core concepts and methods
related to landscape perception and sense of place.
These Guidelines are intended to describe CDOT’s comprehensive process for assessing visual impacts.
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The Guidelines also include color-coded information boxes and icons to assist
users in navigating through each chapter:
Green

Chapter content overview

Gray
Orange

Goals for each phase of the VIA process
Available resources referred to as a toolkit

Dark blue

Links between phases

Light blue

Key items

1.1

Yellow

Quotes

Purple

Case study highlights

Who should use these Guidelines?

VIA Practitioner
Qualifications:
CDOT expects VIA
practitioners to meet
the qualifications
identified in Section 3.1
of FHWA Guidelines. In
summary, the
practitioner should have
skills associated with
evaluating landscape
resources typical of a
licensed landscape
architect or other
similarly trained
professional.

CDOT prepared these Guidelines with the intention of informing a broad interdisciplinary audience of
preparers and reviewers, including:
FHWA
CDOT staff, including environmental, engineering, landscape architecture (LA), maintenance,
management, and scenic byways, as shown on Figure 1
NEPA practitioners/consultants
Federal land management agencies
Other state agencies
Local agencies
Public and community stakeholders
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Figure 1.

VIA Roles and Responsibilities
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1.2

How do these Guidelines apply to
CDOT projects?

The Guidelines apply to Colorado actions involving:
CDOT sponsorship of projects with state and/or federal funding
Local agency sponsorship of projects that involve state highways and/or
project development funding sources that prompt CDOT oversight
Third-party use of highway right-of-way (ROW), permitted by CDOT
CDOT property management
The VIA process is rooted in NEPA to inform transportation decision-making. VIAs

capture key visual issues, identify adverse and beneficial impacts, and develop
effective mitigation for projects along transportation corridors with the goal of
achieving visual compatibility with the landscape character, travelers, and
viewers.
These Guidelines may be applied to VIAs involving the following NEPA classes of
action:
Environmental Impact Statements
Environmental Assessments
Categorical Exclusions

Interdisciplinary
Approach:
CDOT’s VIA process
emphasizes collaboration
between the VIA
practitioner and the
design team from project
initiation. Integrating an
interdisciplinary approach
can lead to visual
resource benefits through
design that do not
generate extra cost or
add more complexity to
the project. CDOT’s goal
is to have visual resources
considered through
project scoping,
alternatives analysis, and
design decision-making to
achieve a better project
outcome for the public.

NEPA Reevaluations
Planning and Environmental Linkages (PEL) studies

1.3

What is CDOT’s VIA process?

CDOT’s VIA methodology connects with the overall framework of phases included in the FHWA
Guidelines (FHWA, 2015). CDOT developed strategies for efficiently implementing each phase of the VIA
process, as shown on Figure 2. Guidelines Implementation Overview. The foundation for CDOT’s
approach to preparing effective VIAs is rooted in:
Encouraging interdisciplinary team participation. Figure 1 identifies FHWA and CDOT staff
involved in VIA studies and their interdisciplinary roles and responsibilities.
Applying context-sensitive approaches for the inventory of natural and cultural/man-made
landscape features and viewers and for the evaluation of visual quality.
Involving agencies and the public in the VIA process.
Communicating graphically through maps, site photographs, cross sections, 3D visualizations, and
animation.
Identifying adverse and beneficial visual impacts.
Establishing effective mitigation measures for project design, construction, and maintenance.
Figure 2 illustrates the overall VIA process, including strategies for connecting each phase of the VIA
process: Establishment, Inventory, Analysis, and Mitigation.
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Figure 2.

Guidelines Implementation Overview
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VIA Establishment: Scoping (Chapter 2) is most effective when conducted at the earliest stage of a
project, even before a scope of work has been finalized (during project planning). VIA practitioners
complete the visual resource scoping documentation (Appendix B) to identify key visual resource issues
and the extent of VIA analysis and documentation needed.
The Inventory Phase (Chapter 3) is similar to establishing the affected environment in NEPA
documentation. The Analysis Phase (Chapter 4) assesses and documents visual impacts. Identifying
mitigation (Chapter 5) sets the stage for how VIAs can influence project development and be more
sensitive to the surrounding visual environment during and after construction.

CDOT applied design guidelines and visual mitigation goals to create naturalized rock cuts and to retain
native forest vegetation along SH 74 (Evergreen Parkway) using an interdisciplinary design process.

Table 1 identifies references with links to CDOT and other agency documentation related to visual
resources, including plans, manuals, Memoranda of Understanding, and methodologies.
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Table 1.

Visual Resource References

Reference and Hyperlink

Relevance to CDOT Guidelines

Regulatory Sources
Highway Beautification Act
(1965) and amendments

Controls outdoor advertising and encourages scenic enhancement and roadside development. Additional information is available
through FHWA.

National Environmental Policy
Act (1969) and amendments

Serves as the primary governing rule for a decision-making process regarding environmental impacts, including visual resources.
Additional information about NEPA is available through FHWA and in CDOT’s NEPA Manual.

Section 106 of the National
Historic Preservation Act Criterion C

Section 106 (36 CFR 800.5 (v)) includes consideration of visual changes to historic properties. The regulation does not provide
guidance, but visual impacts are considered an indirect effect that CDOT evaluates for all scopes of projects.
Evaluation Criterion C applies to properties that embody distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction or
that represent the work of a master or that possess high artistic values or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity
whose components may lack individual distinction.

Federal Agency Sources
FHWA Guidelines for the Visual
Impact Assessment of Highway
Projects (2015)

Highlights an approach to completing VIAs under the purview of FHWA and offers the flexibility of state departments of
transportation (DOTs) to discuss alternate approaches or methods with FHWA. Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive overview of the
VIA regulatory context, including NEPA.

FHWA Visual Impact Assessment
for Highway Projects (1988)

Includes definitions for unity, intactness, and vividness in context to visual quality.

Federal Agency Visual Resource
Documents

Consolidates visual resource references from federal agencies that apply in multiple sectors, including transportation, energy, and
land development and management.

Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) Declaratory
Ruling and Third Report and
Order (2018)

Describes FCC’s efforts to accelerate wireless broadband deployment by removing barriers to infrastructure investment. May
influence activities in CDOT’s ROW.

State of Colorado and CDOT Sources
CDOT NEPA Manual, Chapter 9,
Resource Considerations (2017a)

These Guidelines will be incorporated into the CDOT NEPA Manual, in Chapter 9, Resource Considerations for VIA preparation.

CDOT Chief Engineer Policy
Memo #26 (2005)

Provides agency-wide direction to use context sensitive solutions (CSS). Explains CSS as a concept, describes CSS implementation
vision, provides examples of CSS practices underway within CDOT, and outlines plans for CSS training.

CDOT Revegetation
Specifications Revisions (2020)

Topsoil (207); Soil Amendments, Seeding, and Sodding (212); and Nursery Stock Containers and Unrooted Cuttings (214) provide
details that may be relevant when a project includes prescriptive visual impact mitigation.
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Reference and Hyperlink

Relevance to CDOT Guidelines

State of Colorado and CDOT Sources (continued)
Updated CDOT Procedural
Directive 503.1: Landscaping
with Colorado Native Plant
Species and Managing the
Colorado Pollinator Highway
(2018)
CO Governor Executive Order
B-2014-002 (2014)

Provides program direction contributing to CDOT Pollinator Habitat Enhancement. References the designation of I-76 as the
“Colorado Pollinator Highway,” and references the statewide Integrated Roadside Vegetation Management program that CDOT is
developing.

Establishes the need, mission, scope, and membership for continuing the Scenic and Historic Byways Commission.

CDOT Landscape Architecture
Manual (2014)

Includes overarching objectives for highway design supported by detailed technical information on specific landscape, sustainable,
and environmental topics, as well as the design of man-made transportation elements. Includes information about CSS and CDOT
environmental stewardship.

Colorado Scenic and Historic
Byways Virtual Guide (2016a)

Provides orientation, background, photos, and maps of Colorado’s scenic and historic byways. Also includes select information
about Colorado State Parks and wildlife observation opportunities.

Colorado HB 17-1193 (2017)

Addresses the installation of small wireless service infrastructure within a local government’s jurisdiction; clarifies that an
expedited permitting process applies to small cell facilities or small cell networks; clarifies that ROW access afforded to
telecommunications providers extends to broadband providers, small cell facilities, and small cell networks.

CDOT Project Development
Manual (2016b)

Provides an easy-to-use overview of situations or dilemmas that may be encountered in developing a project. Informs engineers,
designers, and consultants by providing project perspective from conception to award. Establishes a uniform application of CDOT
processes and procedures. Section 2.04 cites the FHWA Flexibility in Highway Design Guide (2017) when working in scenic areas.
Section 3.14 includes visual resources and aesthetics as “important resources” to evaluate during project development.
Section 8.13 directs that CSS should be incorporated into the design process and designers should recognize and evaluate the
affected community’s values and objectives (which could be scenic, aesthetic, historic, environmental) in relation to project
design.

CDOT Federal Lands
Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) (2016c)

Streamlines interactions among agencies and addresses transportation facility activities within the Highway Easement Deed (HED)
or for areas undergoing a HED process on US Forest Service (USFS) or Bureau of Land Management (BLM) lands. With approximately
17 percent of Colorado land as National Forest and 6 percent of Colorado land as BLM public land, CDOT’s interaction with federal
agencies can be substantial. The MOU relates to environmental, HED/ROW matters, and maintenance and visual considerations.
Appendix A-3 of the MOU contains a Supplemental Visual and Scenic Resources Guide for CDOT Maintenance and Operations.

CDOT Environmental
Stewardship Guide (2017b)

Describes how CDOT carries out its stewardship of the natural and built environments and the quality of life of Colorado residents.
Highlights how CDOT incorporates environmental ethics into business practices, thereby creating a moral framework in its decisionmaking processes.
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Reference and Hyperlink

Relevance to CDOT Guidelines

State of Colorado and CDOT Sources (continued)
CDOT Strategic Plan for the
Colorado Scenic and Historic
Byways Commission (2017c)

Guides the Colorado Scenic and Historic Byways Commission in its decision-making over the next three years to sustain Colorado
byways as a system and as a major state asset. Includes the goal of maintaining a state byways system that is second to none.
Describes a strategy to create guidelines for CSS for Colorado byways, including a CDOT policy directive and guidance.

CDOT Small Cell Infrastructure
in Public Right of Way Design
Guidelines (2019b)

Provides guidance on the application process, placement requirements, aesthetic requirements, and general requirements that all
Small Cell Facilities installed within CDOT ROW shall follow. All Small Cell Facilities proposed to be installed within CDOT ROW are
bound to the requirements set forth in this document.

National Sources
NCHRP Report #741, Evaluation
of Methodologies for VIA (2013)

Evaluates methodologies for VIAs based on state DOTs’ procedures and methods. Includes decision-making frameworks, successful
methods, best practices, and new developments.
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2.

ESTABLISHMENT: SCOPING

The VIA process begins with the Establishment Phase, which includes scoping and
defining the project study area, or Area of Visual Effect (AVE). Chapters 1 through
4 of FHWA Guidelines provide additional background on VIA scoping and the
Establishment Phase.

2.1

Chapter 2
discusses:




Scoping Process
Interdisciplinary
Approach:

The VIA practitioner
should conduct the VIA
scoping steps with the
design and environmental
teams.

Step E-1.

The VIA scoping process is most effective when
conducted interactively with CDOT staff and the
project’s interdisciplinary team. In addition, early
project public meetings and project website
communication tools are effective forums for
identifying community values and initial visual
concerns. Appendix B includes visual resource
scoping documentation, which should be used to
guide and document the VIA scoping process.
Step E-1 documents pre-scoping. Steps E-2 through
E-5 represent the VIA scoping process documented
throughout Appendix B.

Conduct Pre-Scoping

Coordinate with the project team to understand project scope, location,
and context. The NEPA practitioner may complete this task to determine
whether to engage the VIA practitioner and CDOT’s VIA Lead.
Based on project understanding, review the decision tree (Figure 3) as a
pre-scoping tool to determine whether visual resource impacts may be
possible and if a VIA should be considered.





Scoping process
Visual attributes
Landscape/viewer
context and project
influence
Scoping
documentation
preparation
Study area
definition

Goals for
Establishment
Phase:








Determine the level
of VIA
Establish the study
area
Identify visual
resource issues and
associated
regulations
Initiate agency and
public contacts

Following the decision tree (Figure 3), there are two outcomes:
•

If no VIA documentation is necessary, send an email update with brief justification to CDOT’s
environmental project manager for recordkeeping.

•

If a VIA may be necessary, the NEPA practitioner should engage the VIA practitioner to
undertake completion of the scoping questionnaire (Steps E-2 through E-5).

Step E-2.

Characterize Project Information and Visual
Attributes

Review elements of the Proposed Action and other Build Alternatives, if applicable. Describe
noticeable changes to the project setting. Proposed project elements may include the following:
•
•
•
•

Roadway
Intersections and/or interchanges
Lighting
Structural elements (e.g., bridges, retaining walls, noise walls)
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•

Transit elements (e.g., stations, roadway or rail features, signage)

•

Bicycle/pedestrian elements (e.g., bike lanes, sidewalks, trails)

Illustrate proposed project elements, including generalized concept
plans and cross sections. Create any 3D visualizations or graphics
(Appendix D) appropriate for complex projects to illustrate the scale
and context of the Proposed Action/Build Alternative(s).

Step E-3.

•
•

•





Characterize Visual Context

Conduct a desktop reconnaissance survey and possibly a field visit. For
the desktop effort, use web-based information and maps, including from
the following sources:
•

Toolkit:



CDOT’s VIA
Templates
(Appendix A)
Visual Resources
Scoping
Documentation
(Appendix B)
3D Visualization
Approaches
(Appendix D)

CDOT’s Online Transportation Information System (OTIS) Map View
includes federal ownership patterns, historic districts, and scenic byways.
Local agency geographic information system (GIS) open data websites typically display land
use plans, including parks, trails, and open space areas.
BLM Public Web Maps display federal lands ownership patterns for BLM, USFS, National Park
Service (NPS) and Bureau of Indian Affairs lands, as well as BLM Visual Inventory, Scenic
Values, and Sensitivity polygons.
The Colorado Scenic Byways website provides mapping and information for Colorado’s 26
byways.

Characterize predominant development patterns and the influence of the existing roadway
network to set the foundation for a context-sensitive VIA process, as illustrated on Figure 4,
Context Classification System. The Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) created this
context diagram when developing the Completing Florida’s Streets context classification system
(FDOT, 2017). The context classification system ranges from natural to rural to suburban to
urban development patterns and roadway connectivity.

CDOT designed and constructed this I-70 overpass structure at Genesee Park without a center column.
This structure frames the iconic Rocky Mountain views as a “gateway” for westbound travelers on the highway.
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Figure 3.

Decision Tree: VIA Requirements/Level of Documentation
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Figure 4.

Context Classification System

Source: Florida Department of Transportation, 2017.
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Step E-4.

Research Policies, Guidelines, and Feedback

Document project location in terms of:
•

CDOT and non-CDOT highways

•

Scenic byways

•

USFS, NPS, or BLM lands and visually sensitive areas

•

State and local public parks, trails, and open space
areas

Coordinate with affected state or federal land
management agencies, such as Colorado Parks and
Wildlife, NPS, USFS, BLM, etc., early in scoping, if
applicable.
Review requirements of the Federal Lands MOU if the
project involves an existing highway easement deed or
a HED is under development. The Federal Lands MOU
applies on BLM public lands and USFS National Forest
System lands.

The San Juan Skyway in CDOT Region 5 is 236 miles
and was designated as an “All American Road” in
1996. It is one of Colorado’s 26 scenic byways.

Discuss with CDOT what level of coordination may be needed when a project involves a scenic or
historic byway. Collaborate with the Scenic and Historic Byways Commission or local Byway
Board at this stage, if necessary.
Research applicable federal, state, and local agency regulations and guidelines related to the
management or protection of visual resources.
The scope of the VIA does not include specific evaluations for compliance with Section 106 or
Section 4(f) NEPA requirements.
Evaluate community planning efforts, such as comprehensive and master plans, and emphasize
community sensitivity in the context of the project. Coordinate with local officials as applicable.
If potential controversy exists, incorporate public input throughout the process. Determine how
external visual scoping could be addressed and how public input related to visual resource issues
can be received:
•

Present questions for public response and incorporate feedback in the analysis.

•

Use GIS web-based mapping to convey visual resources and gauge concerns.

Step E-5.

Prepare the VIA Scoping Questionnaire

Fill out the VIA Scoping Questionnaire (Appendix B) based on an understanding of the project
scope and potential adverse impacts:
•
•

Identify project features with the greatest visual effects.
Describe anticipated future conditions of visual resources within the VIA study area.

•
•

Identify future visual resources considered to be at risk once the project is implemented.
Incorporate and document stakeholder (i.e., local or federal agencies) and public input.

Add the score to determine the appropriate level of VIA analysis (None, Memorandum, or
Standard), in coordination with CDOT staff.
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2.2

Study Area

The final step in the Establishment Phase is to define the study area, or AVE, to establish the geographic
scope of the VIA. The AVE is based on project visibility and potential influence on surrounding
landscapes and viewers. This process incorporates input from the interdisciplinary project team, CDOT,
and any preliminary stakeholder feedback that is known at this early point in the process. The goal is to
define a study area that captures the landscape composition holistically, yet meaningfully. In other
words, the VIA practitioner considers views in the foreground (up to 0.25 to 0.5 mile), in the
middleground (extending up 3 to 5 miles), and in the background (extending to infinity). Incorporating
background views creates the opportunity to include isolated, distant focal points as a part of the study
area on a more regional scale.

Step E-6.

Define the Area of Visual Effect

Gather aerial photographs and field observations and coordinate with the CDOT LA to define the
AVE, based on:
•
•

Project visibility and viewsheds from neighbors and travelers
Influence of topography, vegetation, and structures

Establish potential project visibility (of the road and from the road):
•

•

The AVE may include isolated distant focal points visible from the project area but separated
by great distance, such as visually prominent features like Front Range panoramas, mountain
ranges, or the Flatirons.
Such extensions of the AVE could be depicted on a regional map. Chapter 3 includes
examples.

Coordinate with the project historian on a project-by-project basis to include coordination with
the Section 106 Area of Potential Effect.
Use GIS modeling and mapping techniques, including:
•

Visibility mapping, which uses ground contour data, building footprint data, light detection
and ranging or LIDAR data, and 3D modeling

•

AVE delineation, which is based on topography, vegetation, structures, and field verification

Conduct a project site visit (Optional). A project site visit is effective in defining the AVE to
supplement desktop reviews and GIS modeling when the Proposed Action/Build Alternative(s) has
the potential to result in a noticeable visual change within the project setting. For example, a
site visit may be helpful depending on the magnitude of the project, the setting (e.g., a scenic
byway), and/or if new or significant changes to aerial features or vertical features are
anticipated.
Ensure the AVE map includes a legend; scale; limit of background, middle and foreground; and
symbologies and labels that clearly define the AVE and associated visual resource elements
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Step E-7.

Delineate Landscape Unit(s)

A landscape unit, a spatially defined landscape with a visually distinctive identity or “sense of place,”
establishes context for the visual inventory. Many projects are located within a uniform landscape type
and require only a single landscape unit, common with the AVE boundary. Multiple landscape units are
effective when projects involve extended corridors through diverse landscape types, i.e., natural, rural,
suburban, and urban (Figure 4).
To limit the number of landscape unit(s) and define landscape unit boundaries:
Review the project scale and setting to determine if multiple landscape units are necessary
in coordination with CDOT staff. CDOT anticipates that most projects can be assessed with
the evaluation of a single landscape unit.
Define and map unit boundaries within the AVE based on visibility and landscape types.
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3.

INVENTORY: AFFECTED
ENVIRONMENT

Pikes Peak, as pictured from Colorado Springs,
provides a strong sense of place in CDOT Region 2.

3.1

The visual resource
inventory is the central
phase of the VIA process, as
illustrated on Figure 2. The
inventory of existing
landscape character,
viewers, and visual quality is
the baseline for the Affected
Environment section for
NEPA documentation. The
study area is based on the
AVE and landscape unit(s)
defined during the
Establishment Phase.

Background

These Guidelines for preparing the visual inventory build on FHWA’s 2015
VIA Guidelines by focusing on key visual issues identified during VIA scoping
in the Establishment Phase and simplifying the inventory format, by:
Integrating the inventory of landscape character (natural, cultural
and roadway) with viewers (travelers and neighbors) and visual
quality (visual harmony), into a unified landscape composition(s)
illustrated on Figure 4.
Displaying compositions of the existing landscape character as seen
from representative viewpoints. This approach places the existing
roadway into a perspective format.
Characterizing the visual quality of landscape compositions based
on intrinsic characteristics of natural, cultural, and existing
roadway features; stakeholder values; and scenic designations.
Accounting for anticipated or planned visual changes, triggered by
urban growth and ecological instability within Colorado landscapes.

Chapter 3
discusses:


Goals for
Inventory
Phase:
 Unify the inventory
of landscape
character, viewers,
and visual quality to
establish a common
landscape
composition
 Place the existing
roadway into the
landscape
composition
 Establish the
roadway’s visual
influence on
surrounding natural
and cultural
features and
viewsheds

Toolkit:


Key interpretive elements of the visual inventory include:
Landscape character: Characterizing the Project’s landscape
context and sense of place
Viewers: Identifying the sensitivity of viewers to potential changes
to the landscape character
Visual quality: Determining the public’s perception of the visual
quality of landscapes
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landscape
character, viewers,
visual quality, and
landscape
compositions







CDOT’s VIA
Templates
(Appendix A)
VIA Glossary and
Terminology
(Appendix C)
Background Context
(Appendix E)
Federal Lands MOU
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“Either the intrinsic character of a
place, or the meaning people give to
it, but, more often, a mixture of
both.”

Sense of place is a term often used in reference to
interpreting the visual context and public perception of
landscapes. CDOT’s approach is to combine the physical
characteristics and public perception of landscapes, viewers,
and visual quality into the inventory process.

A Dictionary of Geography,
definition of sense of place
Susan Mayhew, 2015

Links Between Establishment and Inventory Phases
Connect to the Establishment Phase Scoping Tools: The outcome and findings from the initial research and VIA
Scoping Questionnaire provide several tools to inform and facilitate the visual inventory, including:









Level of VIA documentation: Memorandum or Standard
Visual attributes of the Proposed Action/Build Alternative(s)
Landscape context
Study area definition: area of visual effect (AVE)
Landscape unit(s)
 Determine the need for separate landscape units during scoping
 Recommended for large-scale projects with diverse settings
Associated regulation, planning policies, and planning guidelines
Overview of agency and stakeholder perspectives and issues

The visual inventory is applied to each landscape unit.
Refine the Area of Visual Effect: Initial boundaries of the AVE developed during scoping often require ongoing
refinements during the visual resource inventory, in response to:




3.2

Changes to the project alignment and design concepts
Visually distinctive natural and cultural features and dominant focal points beyond initial AVE limits
Feedback through agency and stakeholder coordination, public meetings, and workshops

Visual Inventory

Section 3.2 provides direction for conducting the visual inventory of landscape character (Step I-1),
viewers (Step I-2), and visual quality (Step I-3). Each step provides guidance for completing the analysis
with examples of maps and tables that serve as references while completing VIA documentation using
CDOT’s templates. Detailed evaluation of the Inventory is appropriate when completing a Standard VIA
using CDOT’s template. The level of detail described in the following steps is not be required for a VIA
Memorandum.

Describe Landscape Character
The character of the landscape is defined by the overall visual image and physical appearance of
natural, cultural, and existing roadway features. Landscape attributes such as landforms, vegetative
patterns, and water, combined with development patterns and transportation networks, create the
overall visual image and sense of place of a landscape unit.
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The landscape character inventory:
Describes the existing landscape attributes and visual connectivity with the roadway;
Establishes a baseline for the visual quality inventory; and
Provides a reference from which to evaluate the visual compatibility of the Proposed
Action/Build Alternative(s) with changes to the appearance of natural, cultural, and existing
roadway features resulting from the project in the Analysis Phase.
To conduct the landscape character inventory:
Use field observations and GIS applications for the inventory, in coordination with the
interdisciplinary environmental and design teams. This step is a continuation of the scoping for
landscape context during the Establishment Phase.
Photograph and describe the visual characteristics (form, line, color, texture, and scale) of
existing landforms, vegetation, water features, and wildlife, and man-made features within the
AVE using the Landscape Character Inventory table format (Appendix A). Table 2 provides an
example of a completed landscape character inventory table, describing the composition type,
sense of place, and representative photographs. Figure 5 provides an example landscape
character inventory map. Figure 6 and Figure 6a provide a map and photo examples illustrating
overall landscape context and local landscape compositions, respectively.
Determine the combination of regional and corridor scale formats to capture the visual context
and geographic range of distinguishing landscape features within the AVE, including:
•

Regional scale formats, which provide context by incorporating visually dominant landscape
features within the middleground (3 to 5 miles) and background (to infinity), in balance with

•

Corridor scale inventories, which capture details of landscape features within the foreground
(0.25 to 0.5 mile) of the project and viewers
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Table 2.

Landscape Character Inventory Example
6th Avenue Parkway Extension Environmental Assessment
Triple Creek Greenway Landscape Unit

Landscape Character

Roadway Character

Natural Environment

Roadway Characteristics






Sand Creek defines the lowlands of the AVE
Patterns of terraced benches with cottonwood
woodlands border the meandering riparian stream
corridor, with braided creek channels
Confluence Ponds habitat with concentrations of
migratory birds

Project environment features that influence the visual
character of the Triple Creek Greenway Corridor include:



Curvilinear 6th Avenue/SH 30 alignment
6th Avenue/SH 30 fill slopes

Cultural/Developed Environment
Cultural environment features that influence the visual
character of the Triple Creek Greenway Corridor include:




Visual encroachment from 6th Avenue/SH 30
Buckley Air Force Base radomes
Adjacent rural development

Landscape Composition
Composition Type: Canopied Landscape
Mature cottonwood galleries with arching branches create irregular canopy shapes with spatial definition and a
memorable landscape.
Sense of Place:
The character of the natural landscape elements forms a “prairie-like historic landscape” sense of place.

View looking east of Triple Creek Greenway Corridor from
the proposed Sand Creek bridge site
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View looking north from Confluence Ponds toward the
proposed 6th Avenue Parkway and bridge
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Figure 5.

6th Avenue Parkway Extension Landscape Character Inventory

Traveler Viewshed of the Proposed Action
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Figure 6.

Washington Avenue Complete Street Landscape Context
Inventory
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Figure 6a. Washington Avenue Complete Street Corridor Inventory, Area A
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Describe the landscape composition, which incorporates the visual influence of land use
patterns, historic properties, and public parks and open spaces.
•

Set the project within the regional context of Colorado: Colorado landscapes, as
characterized in CDOT’s 2014 Landscape Architecture Manual, set a regional context and a
sense of place (Figure 7).


Front Range Mountain Backdrop



Southern Rocky Mountains



Front Range Urban



San Luis Valley



High Plains



Western Slope

Figure 7.

•

Colorado Landscapes

Characterize landscape composition type, which could have a dominant influence on the
visual experience of spaces, viewsheds, and visual quality:


Panoramic – Dominant characteristics include continuous horizontality and a sense of
unlimited distance and openness. The sky and cloud formations serve as balancing or
complementary elements, define the openness of the eastern plains horizon line, and
define the vastness of the Front Range Mountain Backdrop and Southern Rocky Mountain
ridgelines.



Feature – Distinctive natural or man-made/urban features establish focal points and
identify a sense of place within the landscape composition.



Enclosed - Landforms, vegetation patterns, urban development, and structures (walls)
create spatially defined places and corridors. The scale of enclosed landscape
compositions may vary from mountain canyons to urban developments.



Canopied – Roadside forests, treelined river valleys, or urban street trees create
canopied spaces. Bridges, interchanges, and tunnels also create canopied spaces.
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Identify Viewers and Viewpoints
The viewer inventory includes selecting and characterizing representative views from key viewpoints,
within the framework of landscape compositions, as described in Step I-1.
The first part of Step I-2 is to complete the mapping of viewers and viewpoints. A sample map is shown
on Figure 8.
Research, map, and characterize the patterns of viewer
groups. Section 5.3 of FHWA Guidelines provides
guidance for organizing user groups into a comprehensive
range of categories, including:

Viewers are neighbors who have
“views of the road.”

•

Residential, recreational, institutional, civic, retail,
commercial, industrial, and agricultural neighbors

Travelers are those who have
“views from the road.”

•

Commuting, touring/recreation, and shipping
travelers (including on scenic byway segments)

•

Pedestrian and bicycling travelers

2015 FHWA Guidelines

Identify and map key viewpoints. The viewer inventory focuses on high and moderate sensitivity
viewpoints. The number of viewpoints chosen should be representative of, yet meaningful to,
the analysis. Determining the number of viewpoints can be completed in coordination with
CDOT. Sensitive viewpoints include:
•
•
•

Residential and recreation-oriented neighbors
Recreation-oriented travel routes
Highways within scenic viewsheds

Identify the sequence of views in the mapping. The traveler's viewshed is dynamic and
experienced through a sequence of views. The roadway alignment, profile, and travel speed
combine to influence the traveler's visual experience and perception of the landscape. FHWA
Guidelines Sections 4.4.2 and 6.2.1 provide a further reference.
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Figure 8.

6th Avenue Parkway Extension Residential Viewsheds

Once viewers and viewpoints are mapped, the VIA practitioner documents findings in a summary table.
This table is included in Section 3.2 of the VIA Standard Template (Appendix A). Table 3 of these
Guidelines provides a sample table.
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Table 3.

Viewer and Visual Quality Inventory Example
Landscape Composition and
Visual Quality

Viewpoint Inventory

Representative Viewpoint
Photograph

Travelers/Neighbors
Viewpoint/View Segment: Triple Creek Trail / Open Space Use
Distance Zone
Visibility

Fg
screened

Observer Position

normal

Visual Sensitivity

high

Visual Quality

Harmonious
(eastern segment)
Inharmonious
(western segment)

Notes
The Triple Creek Trail, Coal Creek Arena,
and Environmental Day Camp are
protected resources known as
“Section 4(f) properties” located within
the study area.

Landscape Composition:
Current trail termini connect from Tower Road to the
Coal Creek Arena providing pedestrian, bike, and
equestrian access for enjoyment of the natural,
scenic, educational, and recreational values of the
open space corridor.
Visual Quality:
The natural harmony of the Triple Creek Greenway
Corridor is considered harmonious along the eastern
edge of the greenway; and inharmonious along the
western edge, due to the influence of the SH 30/6th
Avenue corridor.
Vividness:
The patterns of landforms, vegetation, and water
within the Triple Creek Greenway Corridor form a high
degree of visual continuity and vividness.

View looking east from Triple Creek Trail toward the
proposed Sand Creek Bridge site

The natural visual character and visual
quality of the Triple Creek Greenway
Corridor are preserved for the scenic
enjoyment of the public through open
space designations.

Legend
Distance Zone: Fg = Foreground, Mg= Middleground, Bg = Background

Visibility: Open, Screened, Not Visible

Observer Position: Above, Normal, Below

Visual Sensitivity: High, Moderate, Low
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Visual Quality: Harmonious,
Moderate, Inharmonious
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To complete the Viewer and Visual Quality Inventory Table:
Characterize distance zones. Distances from viewpoints are categorized into three distance
zones (Figure 9).
•
•

Foreground (Fg) views (0.25 to 0.5 mile) allow viewers to see the form, line, color, and
texture of individual landscape features.
Middleground (Mg) views (3 to 5 miles) are those where individual features are viewed in
context to the surrounding landscape.

•

Background (Bg) views are expansive, where distance typically reduces forms to simple
outlines, shapes, and muted colors.
Characterize visibility. The presence of topography, vegetation, or structures/buildings within
viewsheds influences the visibility from key viewpoints. Views may be:
•
•
•

Open
Screened
Not visible

Identify observer position. The viewer’s position or location within the landscape (below,
normal, or above) also influences visibility (Figure 10):
•

Views from a position below the horizon line or within a low point within a valley or a
canyon are restricted or limited by surrounding topography.

•

Views at the horizon line have a level line of sight with the dominant elements of the
landscape.

•

Views from ridgeline locations or along slopes above the horizon line have opportunities for
open or unrestricted views.
Qualify viewer sensitivity. To define visually sensitive viewpoints, agency and public input may
be gathered through public scoping, interviews, agency consultation, and review of planning
policies and guidelines. FHWA Guidelines Sections 5.3 and 5.4.4 provide additional information.
•

•

CDOT’s approach for evaluating visual sensitivity represents a refinement of FHWA
Guidelines to streamline the inventory process and establish consistency with CDOT’s Federal
Lands MOU. CDOT’s guidance for evaluating viewer sensitivity is consistent with approaches
included in the USFS Landscape Aesthetics: A Handbook for Scenery Management (USFS,
1995) and the BLM Visual Resource Management System (BLM, 1984).
Establishing viewpoint sensitivity is rooted in the values placed on the visual quality of
landscapes, as viewed by the traveling public and neighbors within the AVE. Criteria for
establishing viewer sensitivity are based on the viewing public’s concern for retaining visual
quality within the AVE, scenic designations, and agency policies and guidelines for protecting
the visual quality (i.e., Colorado scenic byways).
The degree of viewer sensitivity is represented by the following hierarchy:


High level of sensitivity (typically applies to public parks, trails, recreation areas, scenic
byways, designated vistas, and residential areas)



Moderate level of sensitivity (typically applies to commercial and mixed-use
development areas)



Low level of sensitivity (typically applies to manufacturing and industrial use areas)

Provide additional VIA context. Include summary statements for landscape composition (Step I-1)
and visual quality and vividness (Step 1-3).
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Figure 9.

Distance Zone Illustration

SH 66 PEL: View west from SH 66/McIntosh Farm to Mount Meeker and Longs Peak
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Figure 10. Viewer Position Illustrations

Photo A illustrates US 40 from a viewer position level with the roadway, where the visual appearance and scale of the
road surface, alignment, and cut slope vegetation scars are seen together.

Photo B illustrates a viewer position below US 40 from a distance of approximately 1.5 miles, where the cut slope
vegetation scar is visually prominent along the mountain side, whereas the road surface is not visible.

These 1997 photographs
illustrate US 40 before
widening (from the
Berthoud Pass
Environmental
Assessment, CDOT,
1997). Photographs A, B,
C, and D illustrate how
the viewer’s position in
the landscape influences
the visibility of the road
surface, alignment, cut
and fill slopes, and
vegetation clearing
patterns.
Photos C and D illustrate two views from above US 40, from the Continental
Divide National Scenic Trail. These photographs illustrate how the US 40
alignment, road surface, and cut and fill slopes are visible from above US 40.
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Characterize Visual Quality
Goals for the visual quality inventory include:
Identifying scenic and highly valued landscapes and
viewsheds, as well as resources protected through scenic
designations or agency polices and guidelines.
Characterizing the influence of the roadway on the visual
quality of natural and cultural environments.
Integrating stakeholder values and agency policies and
guidelines, with professional applications of visual quality
rating criteria.
Visual quality integrates elements of visual harmony and vividness.
Visual harmony includes three levels:

Visual Harmony
Criteria/Elements:
Coherence - Measures order
and balance in a composition
of natural, cultural, and
roadway features
Unity – Measures how well
roadway elements,
alignment, and structures
blend in with the natural and
cultural landscape setting in
terms of form, line, color,
texture, and scale
Intactness - Measures visual
integrity in composition,
including how well the
existing ROW and grading
(cut and fill slopes/rock cuts)
blend in with adjacent
landforms, vegetation, and
development patterns

•

Harmonious landscape compositions reflect a strong sense
of unity and intactness/integrity among the elements of a
composition (natural, cultural, and roadway). The
roadway fits into the surrounding setting as a cohesive
element of the composition. The scale of landscape and
roadway appear well-proportioned to the viewer, creating
a structured and orderly appearing composition.

•

Moderately harmonious landscape compositions indicate
that there are features within the composition that are out of scale, relative to each other
and to the view as a whole; and that the roadway alignment, structures, and footprint are
not in unity with the overall composition.

•

Inharmonious landscape compositions reflect a disorderly composition, where the roadway
does not appear as a cohesive element of the landscape composition. This may result from
an imbalance of scale and the lack of unity between the form, line, color, and texture of the
roadway and the landscape setting.

Vividness in the landscape is created by visually distinctive or unique focal points and features of
interest that attract attention and create a memorable composition. A vivid landscape makes an
immediate and lasting impression on the viewer (FHWA, 1988).
The visual quality inventory builds on findings from scoping (e.g., understanding stakeholder values and
applicable guidelines, regulations, and scenic designations) and from evaluating landscape character. As
visual quality is characterized at each viewpoint (considering both visual harmony and vividness), the
VIA practitioner documents findings in the table in Section 3.2 of the VIA Standard Template
(Appendix A). Table 3 of these Guidelines provides an example of a completed table.
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These Guidelines use case studies, or completed VIAs, as examples to provide steps and references.
Specific figures from the case studies highlight how to integrate mapping and photographs, how to
document viewsheds, and how to document the landscape character inventory. The 6th Avenue Parkway
Extension project identified as a case study below followed the FHWA 2015 Guidelines. Information from
the 6th Avenue Extension Visual Technical Report was used to populate the landscape character and
viewer/visual quality inventory table formats in the examples used in these Guidelines.

Case Study Highlights:
Map and Photograph Integration and Inventory Documentation
Washington Avenue Complete Street in Golden, Colorado
Project website | VIA (2017)
 Figure 6, Washington Avenue Complete Street Landscape Context Inventory, provides an example of
coordinated regional context and corridor inventories


Figure 6a, Washington Avenue Complete Street Corridor Inventory, Area A, provides an example of
coordinated regional context and corridor inventories with integrated photographs

6th Avenue Parkway Extension in Aurora, Colorado
Project website | VIA (2016)
 Table 2, Landscape Character Inventory Example, documents the landscape character inventory





Figure 5, 6th Avenue Parkway Extension Landscape Character Inventory, illustrates the landscape
character inventory
Figure 8, 6th Avenue Parkway Extension Residential Viewsheds, illustrates residential viewsheds
Table 3, Viewer and Visual Quality Inventory Example, documents the viewer and visual quality
inventory
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4.

ANALYSIS: IMPACTS EVALUATION

This section of the Guidelines describes the criteria and evaluation process to
assess visual impacts of the Proposed Action/Build Alternative(s) to landscape
character, viewers, and visual quality of the AVE. A detailed impacts evaluation
is appropriate when completing a Standard VIA using CDOT’s template. The
level of detail described in the following steps is not required when completing
a VIA Memorandum using CDOT’s template.
The VIA process evaluates the visual resource changes associated with the
Proposed Action to the landscape character, viewers, and visual quality of
landscape compositions within the landscape unit. The assessment relates the
visual compatibility of the Proposed Action (based on visual contrast) with the
visual quality of the landscape composition, viewer sensitivity, and distance
zones. Impacts may be beneficial, adverse, or cumulative to determine adverse
visual impacts.

Chapter 4
discusses:
Impact types
Impact assessment
and documentation




Goals for
Analysis Phase:


Links Between Inventory and Analysis Phases
Consider the project’s visual contrast: The link between inventory and analysis
centers on the visual contrast of the Proposed Action/Build Alternative(s) with:




Landscape character
Viewers
Visual quality within landscape compositions



As a foundation to assessing impacts, review findings in the Landscape Character
Inventory table (Table 2) and the Viewer and Visual Quality Inventory table (Table 3).

Step A-1.

Evaluate Visual Contrast of the
Project with Landscape Character

Determine visually
incompatible
element(s) of the
Proposed Action/Build
Alternative(s) in the
AVE relative to
landscape character
and sensitive
viewsheds
Identify adverse
impacts to visually
harmonious and vivid
landscape
compositions

Compare how the Proposed Action/Build Alternative(s) contrasts with the landscape character of the
AVE based on the following criteria:
Form, line, color, texture, scale, and materials of landforms, vegetation,
water, and structures

Toolkit:

Form, line, color, texture, scale, and materials of proposed project
elements



Degree of visual contrast of the landscape character with the proposed
project elements, according to three levels:
•
•
•

Strong – Project would attract attention and dominate landscape
features.
Moderate – Project begins to attract attention but remains
subordinate to landscape features.
Weak – Project would not attract attention or reduce the diversity
and continuity of landscape features.
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CDOT’s VIA
Templates
(Appendix A)
3D Visualization
Approaches
(Appendix D)
Background Context
(Appendix E)
Federal Lands MOU
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Determine the visual compatibility of the project with the visual character of the natural
environment, cultural environment, and roadway. Use these levels of visual contrast:
•

•

Compatible – Moderate or weak levels of visual contrast to natural environment and cultural
environment features are considered compatible with the visual character of the landscape
units, e.g., project form, line, color, and texture repeat other elements in the landscape.
Incompatible – Strong or moderate-strong levels of contrast to natural environment and
cultural environment features are considered incompatible with the visual character of the
landscape units.

Use Table 4 to document the visual contrast analysis.
•

Project Elements: Insert key project elements (roadway, intersections/interchanges,
structures, cut and fill, rock cuts, tree clearing, etc.).

•

Visual Contrast Analysis: Insert visual contrast (S/Strong, M/Moderate, or W/Weak) of each
project element thinking about the landscape as a composition.

•

Visual Compatibility: Color code visual compatibility ratings (orange = visually incompatible,
green = visually compatible, grey = screened [i.e., view is blocked by vegetation or other
feature], and white = no contrast).

Table 4.

Visual Contrast/Compatibility Assessment Tool

Compatible
Incompatible

S

Strong Contrast

Landscape Compatibility

Roadway

S

Bridge
Interchanges
Rock cuts
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Vegetation

Visual Attributes

Project Elements

Landform

Screened

Summary

Moderate Contrast

Landscape
Composition

M

Structures

Weak Contrast

Water

W

Visual Contrast/Compatibility Assessment Tool
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Step A-2. Evaluate Visual Impacts
The impact assessment determines the degree of impacts to viewers and the visual quality of landscape
compositions within the AVE (beneficial, adverse, or cumulative). The process for assessing visual
impacts incorporates visual compatibility (Table 4), viewer sensitivity, distance zones, visibility, and
visual quality (Table 3 in Chapter 3). Table 5 is an indicator of visual impacts to assist practitioners in
the beginning stages of impact assessment. It illustrates the relationships among levels of visual
sensitivity, distance zones, visual quality, and levels of visual compatibility/visual contrast. This table
provides a snapshot of how the visual inventory criteria and visual compatibility/contrast assessment
interrelate to trigger possible adverse visual impacts.
For example, matchups between high visual sensitivity and strong visual contrast levels within Fg, Mg,
and Bg distance zones have the potential to trigger adverse impacts. Table 5 identifies these
considerations in red.

Visual Change

Table 5.

Visual Impact Indicators
Visual Compatibility

Visual Contrast Analysis

Visual
Sensitivity
Visual Quality

Visual Resources

Distance Zones/Open Visibility

Visually Incompatible

Visually Compatible

(Strong to Moderate/Strong
Contrast)

Strong Visual
Contrast
Fg

Mg

Bg

(Moderate to Weak Contrast)

Moderate Visual
Contrast
Fg

Mg

Bg

Weak Visual
Contrast
Fg

Mg

Bg

High sensitivity
Moderate sensitivity
Low sensitivity
Harmonious
Moderate Harmony
Inharmonious
Vivid

Legend: Possible Adverse Visual
impacts

Table 6 displays the visual impact analysis of the Proposed Action/Build Alternative(s). This table
building on the findings of the visual compatibility (Table 4) and impact indicators (Table 5) to display
adverse and beneficial visual impacts. Table 6 provides an example of a table completed for the
6th Avenue Parkway Extension VIA. Section 4.2 of the Standard VIA Template in Appendix A includes a
working version of Table 6.
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Table 6.

Visual Compatibility and Impacts Matrix
6th Avenue Parkway Extension Visual Impact Assessment

Picadilly
Intersection

Tree Clearing
for Bridge

6th Ave PKWY
Extension
Roadway

Visual Impact

Upland Area Landscape Unit

Ponds and
Drainage

W

6th Ave
PKWY/SH 30
Intersection

Visual Contrast

Sand Creek
Bridge

Assessment Format1

Triple Creek Greenway Landscape Unit
6th Ave PKWY
Extension
Roadway

Landscape Units

Viewers: Travelers
Sand Creek Trail /
Open Space

S

S

S

S

Viewers: Neighbors
Coal Creek Arena

M

Environmental Day
Camp
Confluence Ponds
S

S

E. 6th Ave & Picadilly
Residents

S

New World Residents
Legend1
Visual Impacts
Adverse
Impact

Visually
Compatible
Beneficial
Impact

Visibility and Visual Contrast Levels
No Visual
Impact
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Screened /
Not Visible

S

Strong

M

Moderate

W

Weak
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Step A-3. Create Visualizations of Impacts
Use visual simulations of the Proposed Action/Build Alternative(s) for key viewpoints to assess
visual impacts and facilitate public input in the visual assessment process. The following is a
simulation of the proposed E-470 intersection prepared by Frank Miltenberger, PLA (Figure 5
includes the existing condition photo).

Appendix D includes a matrix that matches several types of software (Concept Station, LumenRT,
InfraWorks, SketchUp, and Photoshop) for developing project visualization images as part of the
following planning and design phases and applications:
Design concept development
Preliminary design
Final design
Contextual image enhancements
Animation/VR
Traffic animation
Cross sections
Appendix D also includes examples of visualizations and simulations.
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Step A-4. Evaluate Cumulative Visual Impacts
Coordinate with CDOT early in the process to determine if cumulative impact assessment is
necessary and work with the NEPA team to include any findings in the overall cumulative impacts
assessment. Consider these project elements to determine whether or not cumulative impacts
are possible for visual resources:
•

Determine if the Proposed Action/Build Alternative(s) would result in cumulative adverse
impacts to visual resources or their visual character. Evaluate the project in context with the
visual impacts of other projects collectively.

•

Identify any projects (both state and local) in the area that have been constructed in recent
years and those currently planned for future construction.

•

Base the window of time and the extent of area applicable to possible cumulative impacts on
a reasonable anticipation of the viewing public's perception.
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5.

MITIGATION

Chapter 5 provides an overview of how to develop, articulate, and document
effective visual impact mitigation measures. Guidance in this section includes
how to develop visual impact mitigation considering FHWA’s “SMART” criteria
and builds on findings from CDOT’s VIA Mitigation Strategies Research,
completed June 2018. That research effort involved collaboration among
CDOT, other state DOTs, and USFS.

Chapter 5
discusses:





SMART criteria
Adverse visual
impacts mitigation
Effective and SMART
mitigation and
design guidelines

Links Between Analysis and Mitigation Phases
Characterize Visual Impacts as a Foundation
Identify elements of the Proposed Action/Build Alternative(s) (e.g., rock
cuts) affecting visual resources
Describe how visual resources are affected:
 Consider visual contrast or changes to viewsheds








5.1

Goals for
Mitigation
Phase:


Identify changes to form, line, color, and texture
Reference specific viewers, visibility, and distance zones and
consider the foreground, middleground, and background



SMART Criteria Overview

SMART criteria for visual impact mitigation are organized through two focus
areas, further categorized into “SMART” strategies:

Apply SMART
criteria to NEPA
mitigation
Develop effective
mitigation for
adverse visual
impacts through
planning, design,
construction, and
maintenance

Focus on mitigation of adverse visual impacts as:
•

Specific (S) to the landscape character, viewers, and visual quality
of the environment that would be adversely affected, and what is
going to be accomplished.

•

Measurable (M) compensation for the visual impact, such as
replacing or providing substitute resources or environments, in
coordination with communities and regulatory agencies.

Toolkit:




Focus on future potential project design and delivery that is:

CDOT’s VIA
Templates
(Appendix A)
3D Visualization
Approaches
(Appendix D)
CDOT VIA Mitigation
Strategies Research
Federal Lands MOU

•

Attainable (A), meaning technically practical, affordable, and
within standard engineering principles.

•

Realistic (R) to the community and regulatory agencies, as well as
financially feasible.

•

Timing and Tangible (T) relative to visual considerations made
through design, construction, and maintenance in the transportation
project delivery process. The mitigation statement should identify the phase of project
delivery at which implementation should occur.





SMART criteria represent a tool for developing effective NEPA mitigation commitments that are
financially feasible and can be included in the project delivery process.
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5.2

Mitigating Visual Impacts

The potential for adverse visual impacts should be evaluated throughout the project, with the
interdisciplinary team, and with CDOT. Early and integrated coordination will lead to better project
outcomes with, in many cases, no additional construction or maintenance costs.
For instance, mitigation may include evaluating avoidance and/or minimization techniques throughout
the design process. It may result in committing the project team to meet to make decisions during final
design or construction. It could involve developing design guidelines. It could include specifying that
certain materials or colors be used during construction. As illustrated in these instances, mitigation is
customizable to each project and is scalable in terms of effort and cost. Thoughtful planning for
mitigation is essential to ensure that mitigation commitments are practicable and feasible and that
transportation funds are used prudently to mitigate a visual impact.
According to 23.CFR.771.105(e), FHWA has the following policy:
Measures necessary to mitigate adverse impacts be incorporated into the action. Measures
necessary to mitigate adverse impacts are eligible for Federal funding when the
Administration determines that:
(1) The impacts for which the mitigation is proposed actually result from the Administration
action; and
(2) The proposed mitigation represents a reasonable public expenditure after considering
the impacts of the action and the benefits of the proposed mitigation measures. In making
this determination, the Administration will consider, among other factors, the extent to
which the proposed measures would assist in complying with a Federal statute, executive
order, or Administration regulation or policy.
Sections 5.2.1 through 5.2.2 describe specific mitigation categories. Depending on the VIA, the project
team may use a combination of approaches to address visual impacts. CDOT and FHWA emphasize trying
to avoid and minimize impacts to the extent possible early and throughout design. This approach offers
the most opportunity to integrate visual considerations into design and to save effort and cost on trying
to compensate for impacts that could have been avoided and/or minimized.
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5.2.1 Avoid and Minimize
Integrate visual resource considerations
into project decision-making early in the
planning process.
Maximize opportunities for the
interdisciplinary project team to consider
adjusting or refining project elements to
avoid or minimize visual impacts through:
•

Alternatives analysis (e.g., considering
at-grade versus grade-separated
options)

•

Realignments (e.g., configuring the
alignment or project footprint to
maximize visual opportunities)

Low contrast guardrail along SH 9 in CDOT Region 3
and the White River National Forest

•

Screening (e.g., physically masking
obtrusive project elements with landform screening)

•

Low-contrast treatment approaches (e.g., integrating color, such as stained guardrail near
public lands)

Consider the balance of benefits for the project and visual environment in terms of stakeholder
input, project budget, and potential visual impacts.

5.2.2 Compensate
Consider whether adverse visual impacts can be addressed through replacement or substitution.
Evaluate project elements such as signage, structures, barriers, lighting, and landscaping.

5.3

Developing Design Guidelines

Design guidelines can range in scope and scale from a few prescriptive statements in design
specifications to a standalone and robust document for an entire corridor. In either case, design
guideline development should incorporate SMART principles to ensure effectiveness.
Corridor-wide design guidelines can provide a vision to guide the design of future projects and
improvements. The design philosophy captures how an overall corridor will look and describes the
approach for unique places along the corridor. This design philosophy may include reducing contrast,
maintaining background views of key visual resources, or integrating the project into the surrounding
context. Rather than defining a corridor by individual construction phases or funding opportunities,
design guidelines encourage a holistic approach where future projects do not become separate or
disconnected from the corridor.
To be most effective, design guidelines should be:
Established during planning and NEPA and then used for all future design efforts
Integrated with engineering and design
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Case Study Highlights: CDOT Design Guideline Examples
 I-70 Mountain Corridor Design Guidelines (2015)
 I-70 East Corridor Design Guidelines (2016)
 New Pueblo Freeway Design Guidelines (2010)
 US 24 West Design Guidelines (2009)
 SH 74 Landscape Concepts Report (1993)
 The Link Powers Corridor Design Guidelines (2003)
 US 40 Berthoud Pass Project Overview (2003)

5.4

Planning and Writing Mitigation Measures

An important goal of CDOT’s mitigation research was to document new approaches to writing effective
mitigation measures, along with developing innovative mitigation strategies. Just as the principles for
SMART criteria can be used as an evaluation tool to validate effectiveness of visual impact mitigation,
they also can be used as guidance for developing effective mitigation measures. Toward this goal,
SMART criteria provide a positive framework, or a “blueprint,” for organizing, developing, and writing
visual impact mitigation measures.
This section provides recommendations for organizing and composing visual impact mitigation measures.
The VIA practitioner should carry forward the impacts as specific mitigation measures are developed.

Step M-1.

Establish Mitigation Goals as a Foundation

Identify the Mitigation Type – Is the mitigation measure intended to avoid, minimize, or
compensate for impacts?
Identify the Mitigation Strategy – Is the mitigation rooted in policy, is it based on planning, or is
it prescriptive?
Articulate the Intent of Mitigation – What is the desired outcome/intent (e.g., create visual
compatibility, reduce visual contrast, establish a theme)?
Determine Timing of Mitigation – When should the mitigation commitment be implemented?
Construction (C), Maintenance (M), Project Life (P)?
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Step M-2.

Establish Regulatory
Context

Comply with applicable federal, state, and local
regulations or guidelines.

Step M-3.

Use a Collaborative
Approach

Incorporate an interdisciplinary approach to
developing visual resource mitigation.
Involve resource specialists (landscape architects,
biologists, historians, etc.) to collaborate with the
design team.
Involve agencies as appropriate.
Involve project stakeholders for projects with
complex or controversial impacts:
•

Could involve developing design guidelines

Step M-4.

Prepare Mitigation
Measures

Structure and organize mitigation measures:

Improvements along the I-70 Mountain Corridor are
subject to design guidelines developed through
stakeholder committees.

•

Develop complementary groups or packages of
mitigation measures.

•

Recommend consultation with LAs and appropriate resource specialists as a strategy.

Compose mitigation statements in active voice:
•

For complex types of impacts, consider developing a “package” of tiered mitigation measures and
multiple levels (policy, planning, and prescriptive).

Create visualization of mitigation measures (visual simulations, graphics, diagrams, or cross
sections to illustrate project mitigation measures) (Appendix D).
Confirm the written mitigation statements lead to an outcome that effectively mitigates the
impact.
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CDOT applied design guidelines and visual mitigation goals to create naturalized rock cuts and
to retain native forest vegetation along SH 74 (Evergreen Parkway) using an interdisciplinary design process.
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Closing Perspectives on “The Role of Visual Resources in
Transportation”
These Guidelines from the combined experience of CDOT and FHWA
give NEPA practitioners contemporary guidance for preparing visual
resources assessments through an “easy to follow” step-by-step
process. These Guidelines highlight CDOT’s commitment to the role of
visual resources from project planning and NEPA to project design,
construction, and maintenance. These Guidelines build on the
continuum of CDOT’s statewide landscape guidelines, including the
CDOT Landscape Architecture Manual (CDOT, 2014) and recent Visual
Impact Assessment Mitigation Strategies Research (CDOT, 2018b).
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Appendix A.

VIA Standard and Memorandum
Templates

The VIA Standard Template and VIA Memorandum Template are accessible on CDOT’s Landscape
Architecture website.

CDOT VIA Guidelines

Appendix B.

Visual Resource Scoping
Documentation

CDOT VIA Guidelines

Visual Resource Scoping Documentation
Version 2 – Revised September 25, 2020
Visual resource scoping is conducted early in the visual impact assessment (VIA) process to identify
issues, determine if a VIA is necessary, and identify the appropriate level of VIA evaluation.
Preparers should complete the following tables and questionnaire to document scoping findings
regarding:
Project Information and Visual Attributes
Visual Context
Policies, Guidelines, and Feedback
Decision Tree: VIA Requirements/Level of Documentation
VIA Scoping Questionnaire − Issues and VIA requirements (Not Required, Memorandum, or
Standard)
This step-by-step approach should be conducted in coordination with the CDOT environmental team and
visual resource specialist assigned to the project. Chapter 2 of CDOT’s VIA Guidelines (available on CDOT’s
LA website) includes further information about the Establishment/Scoping Phase.
Completion of the visual resource scoping steps and documentation may be accomplished through
desktop research and reconnaissance, collaboration with CDOT, and/or field observations.

Project Information and Visual Attributes
Project Name:

<Insert project name>

Project Location:

<Insert project location>

Author:

<Insert author name>

Visual Attributes of Proposed
Action and (if applicable)
Build Alternative(s):

<Describe how the features would look in terms of form, line, color, texture, and
scale> [Refer to Step E-2 in Section 2.1 of CDOT’s VIA Guidelines]
Consider project elements, such as proposed roadway width, lanes, medians,
shoulders; horizontal alignment and vertical profile; anticipated cut-and-fill slopes,
rock cut locations, vertical elements (walls, buildings), and tree/forest clearing.

Visual Context
Landscape Observations:

<Describe general visual observations> Including colors, lines, textures, or water
features, and dominant landforms; observations about adjacent land uses and
ownership patterns; and land use areas that may be visually sensitive

Influence of Roadway on
Natural and Cultural
Environment Settings:

<Describe the influence of the existing roadway on the environmental and
cultural setting > e.g., How well or not does the existing roadway fit the context
of the surrounding environment? Does the roadway flow through the topography
or contrast with natural surface relief?

Landscape Context(s) and
Development Patterns:
See Figure 3 of CDOT’s VIA
Guidelines

☐ Natural/
Undeveloped

☐ Rural

☐ Suburban

☐ Urban

Are development patterns in sync or contrasting with the environment?
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Policies, Guidelines, and Feedback

Needs for Federal, State, or Local
Agency Consultation:

Involvement with Federal Lands
MOU:

Involvement with Scenic, Historic
District, or Historic Byways:

Associated Regulations, Policies,
or Guidelines:

Influence of Agency & Public
Feedback:

<Document whether the project is influenced by adjacent land ownership,
land uses, easements, deeds, or management plans that would require
agency consultation during the VIA> (e.g., US Forest Service or BLM visually
sensitive areas, community parks, or local agency protected viewsheds)

<Document whether the project involves a HED and requirements of the
Federal Lands MOU>

<Document whether the project involves a scenic or historic byway>

<Describe applicable local, state, regional, tribal, and federal agency
regulations, policies, plans, and guidelines that pertain to managing or
protecting visual resources>
<Document input from public meetings and interviews regarding visual
preferences and identify visually sensitive views, scenic places within
communities, and special or valued landscape settings>

<Document other noteworthy scoping findings>
Additional Details:
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VIA Scoping Questionnaire
Environmental Compatibility
1.

Will the project result in a noticeable visual change in the physical characteristics of the existing or
future project setting? (Consider all project components and construction impacts—both permanent and
temporary, including landform changes, structures, noise barriers, vegetation removal, railing, signage, and
construction activities.) Will the project components visually enhance the existing or future project
setting? <describe this in the assumptions/issues below>
☐ High level of permanent change (3)

☐ Low level of permanent or temporary change (1)
☐ No noticeable change (0)
☐ Visually enhancing change to project setting

☐ Moderate level of permanent change (2)
☐ Potential for visual enhancement

Assumptions/issues: <insert assumptions, issues, and/or enhancements>

2.

Will the project complement or contrast with the community visual character? (Evaluate the scale and
extent of project features compared to the surrounding scale of the community. Is the project likely to give
an urban appearance to an existing rural or suburban community? Do you anticipate that the public will view
the change as positive or negative? Research planning documents or talk with local planner/community
representatives to understand the type of visual character local residents envision for their community.) Will
the project components visually enhance the existing or future project setting? <describe this in the
assumptions/issues below>

☐
☐
☐

Low compatibility (3)
Moderate compatibility (2)
Potential for visual enhancement

☐

☐
☐

High compatibility (1)
No visual change or visual contrast (0)
Visually enhancing to community character

Assumptions/issues: <insert assumptions, issues, and/or enhancements>

3.

What level of local concern is there for the types of proposed project features (e.g., bridge structures,
large excavations, noise barriers, or median planting removal) and construction footprint? (Certain
project improvements can be of special interest to local citizens, causing a heightened level of public concern
and requiring a more focused visual analysis.) Will the project components visually enhance the existing or
future project setting?<describe this in the assumptions/issues below>
☐
☐
☐

High concern (3)
Moderate concern (2)
Potential for visual enhancement

☐
☐
☐

Low concern (1)
Negligible project features (0)
Visually enhancing project features

Assumptions/issues: <insert assumptions, issues, and/or enhancements>
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4.

Would design changes that could minimize impacts or provide visual enhancement (e.g., landscaping,
architectural treatment, color choices) require: <describe this in the assumptions/issues below>
☐ Extensive changes or redesign (3)

☐ Some redesign or minimization measures (2)

☐
☐

Few, minimal design options (1)
No minimization or enhancement
opportunities likely (0)

Assumptions/issues: <insert assumptions, issues, and/or enhancements>

5.

Will this project, when seen collectively with other projects, likely result in cumulative impacts to
landscape character, views, or visual quality? (Identify any projects [both state and local] in the area that
have been constructed in recent years and those currently planned for future construction. The window of
time and the extent of area applicable to possible cumulative impacts should be based on a reasonable
anticipation of the viewing public's perception.) Will the project components visually enhance the existing
or future project setting? <describe this in the assumptions/issues below>
☐
☐
☐

Cumulative impacts likely: 0–5 years (3)
Cumulative impacts likely: 6–10 years (2)
Potential for visual enhancement

☐

☐
☐

Cumulative impacts unlikely (1)
No potential for cumulative impacts (0)
Visually enhancing project features

Assumptions/issues: <insert assumptions, issues, and/or enhancements>

Viewer Sensitivity
6.

What is the potential for the project proposal to become controversial within the community or to be
opposed by the public or any organized group? (This can be researched initially by talking with the state
DOT and local agency management and local or regional planning staff familiar with the affected
community’s sentiments as evidenced by past projects and/or current information.) Will the project
components visually enhance the existing or future project setting? <describe this in the assumptions/issues
below>

☐
☐
☐

High potential (3)
Moderate potential (2)
Potential for visual enhancement

☐
☐
☐

Low potential (1)
No potential (0)
Visually enhancing project features

Assumptions/issues: <insert assumptions, issues, and/or enhancements>
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7.

How sensitive are viewers likely to be to the scale and character of visible project features? (Consider
among other factors the number of viewers within the group, probable viewer expectations, activities,
viewing duration, and orientation. The expected viewer sensitivity level may be scoped by applying
professional judgment and by soliciting information from other DOT staff, local agencies, and community
representatives familiar with the affected community’s sentiments and demonstrated concerns.) Will the
project components visually enhance the existing or future project setting? describe this in the
assumptions/issues below>

☐
☐
☐

High sensitivity (3)
Moderate sensitivity (2)
Potential for visual enhancement for
viewers

☐

Low sensitivity (1)
Insensitive (0)
Visually enhancing project features for viewers

☐
☐

Assumptions/issues: <insert assumptions, issues, and/or enhancements>

8.

Are there applicable laws, ordinances, regulations, policies, or standards that would affect or influence
this project? <describe this in the assumptions/issues below>
☐
☐

☐

Yes, complex Federal/State laws and
regulations (3)

☐

Yes, Federal/State/Local agency policies or
standards (2)

Yes, minor agency policies/planning standards
(1)
No (0)

Assumptions/issues: <insert assumptions/issues>

9.

Will the project change, or visually enhance, the views or character of visually sensitive public use
areas, historic properties, or scenic designations? (Identify proximity and potential visual influence of the
proposed project to parks, open space, trails, vistas and protected viewsheds, historic properties, Colorado
Byways, Wild and Scenic Rivers, and other scenic designations.) <describe this in the assumptions/issues
below>

☐ Yes, changes would be visually dominant within ☐
open views (3)
☐ Yes, changes would be visually apparent within
open views (2)
☐ Potential for visual enhancement

☐
☐

Potentially, changes would be partially
screened and/or visually subordinate (1)
Not visible (0)
Visually enhancing project features

Assumptions/issues: <insert assumptions, issues, and/or enhancements>
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10. Will a more detailed visual analysis assist in the screening of alternatives or project design? (Consider the
proposed project features, possible visual impacts, and probable mitigation recommendations.) Will the
project components visually enhance the existing or future project setting? <describe this in the
assumptions/issues below>

☐
☐
☐

Project impacts would likely require
complex mitigation (3)
Project impacts may require standard
mitigation (2)
Potential for visual enhancement

☐

Minor impacts anticipated (1)

☐

No impacts anticipated (0)

☐

Visually enhancing project features

Assumptions/issues: <insert assumptions, issues, and/or enhancements>

VIA Requirements
Date of Assessment
VIA Requirements: Based on initial
scoping, collaboration with CDOT,
and the VIA Scoping Questionnaire
score, this level of analysis and
documentation is required:
☐ VIA not required
(Score 0-9)

<Insert date>

☐ VIA not required
(Score 0-9)1

☐ VIA Memorandum
(Score 10-19)

☐ Standard VIA
(Score 20-30)

Consider this as the visual resource clearance for <insert project name>. If
the scope of work changes or additional information warrants further review
and analysis, a reevaluation may be required.

<CDOT Clearance when VIA is not
required>

<insert signature and date>

☐ VIA Memorandum
(Score 10-19)

<Follow VIA Memorandum Template in Appendix A of CDOT’s VIA
Guidelines>

☐ Standard VIA
(Score 20-30)

<Follow Standard VIA Template in Appendix A of CDOT’s VIA Guidelines>
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The level of the VIA can initially be based on the following ranges of total scores:
Score 0 to 9: VIA Not Required
No noticeable visual or physical changes to the environment are proposed; therefore, no further analysis
is required. The VIA questionnaire and a project memo may be used to document that there is no effect
and to explain the approach used for the determination.
Score 10 to 19: VIA Memorandum
A VIA Memorandum addressing minor visual issues, indicating the nature of the limited impacts and
identifying any necessary mitigation strategies that should be implemented, would likely be sufficient,
along with an explanation of why no further analysis is required.
Score 20 to 30: Standard VIA
A Standard VIA is recommended. This technical study will likely receive extensive local, perhaps
statewide, public review. It would typically include several visual simulations. It would also include a
thorough examination of public planning and policy documents supplemented with a direct public
engagement process (usually part of the overall NEPA public scoping and stakeholder involvement) to
determine visual preferences.
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Appendix C.

Glossary and VIA Terminology

The FHWA Guidelines also include a glossary of terms in Appendix A.
aesthetic—Generally, the study, science, or philosophy dealing with beauty and with judgments
concerning beauty.
background—The distant part of a landscape; located from about five miles to infinity from the viewer.
balance—A condition in which different elements are equal or in the correct proportions.
Byway—A public road having special scenic, historic, recreational, cultural, archaeological, and/or
natural qualities that have been recognized as such through legislation or some other official
declaration.
canopied—A landscape type where features create a ceiling or canopy effect.
coherence—measures order and balance in a composition of natural, cultural, and roadway features
color—The property of reflecting light of a particular wavelength that enables the eye to differentiate
objects even though they have identical form, line, and texture. The third of the four basic elements of
visual pattern. Warm colors tend to advance, while cool colors tend to retreat.
compatibility—Compare how the project contrasts with landscape, consider the environment’s ability
to absorb visual changes of the project
compensate—Address adverse visual impacts through replacement or substitution
context sensitive solutions—A project development approach in which designers recognize and
evaluate the affected community’s values and objectives in relation to project design. These community
values may be scenic, aesthetic, historic, environmental, etc. CDOT’s design professionals determine
which design solutions best fit, given the site’s condition and context.
contrast—Diversity or distinction of adjacent parts. Effect of striking differences in form, line, color, or
texture of a landscape. High contrast objects tend to advance, while low contrast objects tend to
retreat.
continuity—Uninterrupted flow of pattern elements in a landscape and the maintenance of visual
relationships between immediately connected or related landscape components.
cumulative effect—The potential effect on the environment that results from the incremental impact of
a Proposed Action/Build Alternative(s) when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable
future actions.
distance zones—Landscape areas denoted by specific distances from the observer. Used as a frame of
reference in which to discuss landscape attributes or the scenic effect of human activities in the
landscape.
diversity—A function of the number, variety, and intermixing of visual pattern elements.
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edge—The line where an object or an area begins or ends. Edge serves to define borders, limits, or
boundaries.
enclosed—A landscape type with elements that form walls and floors.
Environmental Assessment (EA)—A document that identifies the potential effects on the human
environment of a Proposed Action/Build Alternative(s) to determine whether those effects may be
significant.
feature—A landscape type dominated by a feature or a group of feature objects in the distance to which
the eye is drawn.
focal—A landscape type where the eye is led to a focal point in the landscape.
foreground—Detailed landscape generally found from about a quarter mile up to about one-half mile
away.
form—Structure, mass, or shape of a landscape or of an object. One of the four basic elements of visual
pattern (usually the strongest).
Geographic Information System (GIS)—A system that captures, sorts, analyzes, manages, and presents
data that are linked to location. These data may exist as maps, 3D virtual models, tables, and/or lists.
harmony—Combination of parts of a landscape into a pleasing or orderly whole.
intactness—measures visual integrity in composition, including how well the existing ROW and grading
(cut and fill slopes/rock cuts) blend in with adjacent landforms, vegetation, and development patterns
landform—One of the attributes or features that make up the Earth’s surface, such as plain, mountain,
or valley.
landmark—A distant and recognizable object with which to confirm a travelers’ approach to and arrival
at an intermediate or final travel destination. Landmarks may be physical as in a mountain top or as
small as a sign.
landscape character—The overall impression created by a landscape’s unique combination of visual
features.
landscape unit—a spatially defined landscape with a visually distinctive identity or “sense of place”
line—An intersection of two planes; a point that has been extended; a silhouette of form. In landscape—
ridges, skylines, structures, changes in vegetation—may be perceived as line. The second strongest of
the four basic visual pattern elements.
middleground—The zone between the foreground and the background in a landscape. The area located
from about three to about five miles from the observer.
mitigate—To alleviate, moderate negative impact, upgrade to an acceptable standard.
NEPA—The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. NEPA established legal requirements for
management of aesthetic resources.
panorama—A type of landscape in which breadth is the dominant characteristic and there are no
apparent limits to the view.
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point—a particular spot, place, or position in an area or on a map, object, or surface.
proportion—Size of an object related to other objects.
retaining wall—Any soil and rock reinforcements or structural systems that allow slopes steeper than
that allowed by the natural long-term repose angle of the soil or rock behind the wall. CDOT defines a
retaining wall as a major structure when both the total length is greater than 100 feet and the maximum
exposed height at any section is more than 5 feet.
scale—Apparent size relationships between an object (landscape components) and the surroundings in
which the object is placed.
scenery management—The art and science of arranging, planning, and designing landscape attributes
relative to the appearance of places and expanses in outdoor settings.
scenic area—Any visually sensitive area or scenic landscape identified through a visual landscape
inventory or planning process.
sense of place—The intangible quality or characteristic of a landscape that makes it unique and
different from any other place. Also called Genius loci.
shape—the mass or form of an object or of a combination of objects which appear unified
texture—Visual interplay of light and shadow created by variations in the surface of an object. Visual
texture can range from smooth to coarse and diminishes with distance. Often the least dominant of the
four visual pattern elements.
theme—The general focus or subject of variations on landscape character settings. Themes range from a
natural landscape to an urban landscape.
topography—The general configuration of varying heights that give shape to Earth’s surface.
unity—measures how well roadway elements, alignment, and structures blend in with the natural and
cultural landscape setting in terms of form, line, color, texture, and scale
view—Something that is looked toward or kept in sight, especially a broad landscape or panorama.
viewshed—Total visible area from a single observer position, or the total visible area from multiple
observer positions. Viewsheds are accumulated seen-areas from highways, trails, campgrounds, towns,
or other viewer locations. The computer sends a ray from the viewing point to the surrounding terrain.
In essence, where the topography intersects the ray, the viewshed ends. Existing tree mass (or planned
timber cutting), as well as existing and planned building heights, can be superimposed on the terrain to
define the viewshed. Parcel boundaries may be necessary if the project calls for land acquisitions or
negotiation of conservative easements within important viewsheds.
visibility—The quality or state of being perceived by the eye. Visibility may be defined in terms of the
distance at which an object can be just perceived by the eye or it may be defined in terms of the
contrast or size of a standard test object.
vista—A confined view, especially one seen through a long passage. A vista often focuses on a specific
feature in the landscape.
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visual resources—The visible physical features on a landscape (e.g., land, water, vegetation, animals,
structures, and other features).
visual quality—The extent of value or scenic nature of a landscape
visualization—Technique for creating images, diagrams, or animations to illustrate/communicate
landscape and project elements
vividness—The memorability of the visual impression received from contrasting landscape elements as
they combine to form a striking and distinctive visual pattern.
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Appendix D.

3D Visualization Software
Applications

CDOT VIA Guidelines

Visualization Matrix
Transportation
Design Software

3D Visualization and Conceptual Modeling Software
Concept Station

A
Bentley MicroStation
Design



Preliminary
Final



C
E
G

InfraWorks

LumenRT

Planning and Design
Applications with Bentley
Software:

B
D

Image Enhancement Software



Effective tool for
creating 3D planning and
design concept images in
connection with Bentley
Links directly to
LumenRT for
visualization/graphic
refinements

SketchUp

Enhancement Applications
with Bentley Software:


InfraWorks and
MicroStation software
programs do not interact
with each other

A
D
E



F
G




A
Autodesk AutoCAD
Design



Preliminary
Final

Concept Station and AutoCAD
software programs do not
interact with each other

B



C
D
E
G



Autodesk and
InfraWorks work
well together
Applications
connect well
from conceptual
design to final
drawings
Efficient and
detailed planning
and design
platform for
quantities and
decision-making

Enhancement
Applications with Bentley
and AutoCAD Software:

Concept-level program
for creating
finished/high quality
graphics and rendering
Compatible with
Concept Station,
Sketchup, and .obj files
Visualization,
animation, and virtualreality software
capabilities







A

Design Applications
with AutoCAD
Software:

D
G

LumenRT and AutoCAD do not
interact with each other

Strategic Software Applications Legend
Design/3D visualization software
applications

A

Design concept
development

D

Contextual image
enhancements

Design/image enhancement software
applications

B

Preliminary design

E

Animation/VR

Incompatible software applications

C

Final design

F

Traffic animation
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G

Cross
sections

Photoshop



SketchUp is a generalpurpose 3D creation
tool that facilitates
initial concept-level
perspectives
Models can be
exported to LumenRT
for finished graphics
Suitable for smallscale projects up to 10
to 20 acres
Microstation &
AutoCAD .dwg’s can be
imported into
SketchUp

Enhancement
Applications with
Bentley and AutoCAD
Software:




A
D
G

Imports MicroStation
and AutoCAD .dwg’s
into Photoshop for
graphic enhancement
applications
Photoshop software
provides tools for
rendering, and
graphic enhancement
of planning images
and simulations
developed for
preliminary and final
design plans,
perspective images,
cross sections, and
elevations
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Simulation Examples

SH 66 PEL Study, CDOT Region 4 | Created using SketchUp and LumenRT during planning/PEL phase

(Prepared by FHU)

I-70 Frontage Road | Created using Photoshop during concept development (Prepared by Baker, 2012)
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30th Street Development Project, Colorado Springs | Created using SketchUp and LumenRT during
preliminary design (Prepared by FHU)

14th and Old Cheney, Lincoln, Nebraska | Created using Concept Station and LumenRT during final
design (Prepared by FHU)
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30th Street Development Project, Colorado Springs, Cross Section | Created using LumenRT,
SketchUp, and Photoshop (Prepared by FHU)
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Appendix E.

CDOT VIA Guidelines Supplemental
Background Information

The context for VIAs is rooted in a history of more than 50 years, starting with adoption of the Highway
Beautification Act of 1965, which focused on the National Interstate System. In 1969, the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) was enacted. Since the signing of NEPA, both federal and state
governments have had the “continuing responsibility…to use all practical means…to…assure all
Americans safe, healthful, productive, and aesthetically and culturally pleasing surroundings” for all
federal actions. In response to the law, the United States Department of Transportation (US DOT) and,
subsequently, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) issued policies that incorporated aesthetics
into their programs and their environmental documentation processes, as required by NEPA. FHWA first
completed its Guidelines for the Visual Impact Assessment for Highway Projects in 1988 and updated
the guidelines in 2015. Many state DOTs have adopted these programs and processes. CDOT, in
collaboration with FHWA, has tailored its VIA process for visual resources in Colorado.

VIA CONFORMANCE AND NEXT STEPS
CDOT began applying FHWA’s Guidelines for the Visual Impact Assessment of Highway Projects (FHWA,
2015) to a broad range of transportation projects for NEPA compliance, starting in 2015. After three
years, CDOT initiated a conformance review in collaboration with FHWA to evaluate the consistency,
effectiveness, and level of effort required to prepare VIAs that conform with FHWA’s 2015 Guidelines.
Findings from the VIA Conformance Review (CDOT, 2018) identified areas for refinement in the FHWA
inventory and impact assessment methodologies and in the documentation format.
These findings were used as a foundation for CDOT’s VIA Guidelines. CDOT developed these Guidelines to:
Facilitate preparation of reader-friendly VIAs with consistent formatting, while reducing
unnecessary detail
Focus inventories on valued visual resources
Emphasize visual resource values of Colorado landscapes and communities
Incorporate agency and community values into the VIA process
Apply appropriate and objective levels of impact assessment, including alternatives analysis
Recommend approaches to create effective mitigation and context sensitive transportation
improvements, relative to Colorado’s diverse regions, landscapes, and community settings
Identify key issues and develop mitigation that is meaningful along transportation corridors,
where appropriate
Focus on the role of visual impact mitigation in NEPA decision-making, transportation design,
and project implementation
Toward that end, these Guidelines respond to needs identified in the Conformance Review for efficient
VIA preparation, focused evaluations, and effective mitigation to meet expectations of CDOT staff,
communities and local agencies, and federal land management agencies. CDOT developed these
Guidelines in collaboration with FHWA to establish a statewide standard for visual resources in CDOT’s
NEPA documentation and decision-making.
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CDOT’S VISUAL RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP
In 2016, CDOT created a Visual Resources Program to provide statewide guidance and technical
expertise to meet legal requirements and regulations and to maintain and improve scenic quality in the
state of Colorado. CDOT has decades of experience with transportation corridors through Colorado’s
diverse and scenic landscapes. Colorado’s natural, cultural, recreational, and visual resources create a
unique sense of place and experience for residents and visitors.
Many communities within these special areas of Colorado are strongly tied to the visual qualities offered
by natural and unique landscape features. Statistics gathered at the time of developing these Guidelines
emphasize the importance of visual resources in Colorado and for CDOT:
In 2017, Colorado was home to 5.6 million residents [US Census Bureau], and the state
attracted 84.7 million US-based travelers, plus nearly 1 million international visitors.
Collectively, these visitors spent $20.9 billion and generated $1.28 billion in state and local
tax revenue [Colorado Tourism Office].
In 2016, tourism was the second largest and fastest generator of jobs in Colorado [Colorado
Office of Economic Development and International Trade]. The Colorado Tourism Office
supports Colorado’s scenic byways by focusing traveler spending on communities along scenic
byway routes and encouraging tourism development and economic growth in these areas.
As of 2017, 36 percent of land in Colorado is federally managed public lands, a destination
for many local and abroad travelers [Congressional Research Service].
CDOT maintains, repairs, and plows more than 23,000 total lane miles of highway and
maintains 3,447 bridges [CDOT].
CDOT plans to integrate emerging technologies into the state’s transportation system, which
could include autonomous vehicles. With autonomous vehicles, drivers will become more
passive while traveling, which could lead to a greater focus on visual resources.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER BACKGROUND
This section documents landscape composition types and provides examples of panoramic, feature,
enclosed, and canopied landscapes. Figure E-1 provides examples of each composition type.
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Figure E-1.

Landscape Composition Types
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VISUAL QUALITY BACKGROUND
To assess visual quality, CDOT considered a range of standardized classification systems currently
applied by state DOTs, BLM, USFS, and NPS:
Vividness, intactness, and unity are visual quality criteria presented in FHWA’s Visual Impact
Assessment for Highway Projects (FHWA, 1988). Many state DOTs still apply these criteria.
Natural harmony, cultural order, and project coherence are the current FHWA visual quality
criteria presented in the 2015 Guidelines.
BLM applies I, II, III, and IV Visual Resource Class categories through the Visual Resource
Management System. The classes portray the relative value of the visual resources and serves
as a management tool that portrays the visual management objectives (BLM, 1986).
USFS applies Scenic Attractiveness Classes A―distinctive, B―typical or common, and
C―indistinctive criteria. These classes are combined with landscape visibility levels to
establish Scenic Classes 1 through 7, through the Scenery Management System (USFS, 1995).
USFS also developed the concept of Scenic Stability to evaluate the degree to which the
valued scenic character and its scenery attributes can be sustained through time and
ecological progression (USFS Scenery Management System―Appendix J, 2007).
NPS applies scenic quality ratings A – E based on landscape character integrity, vividness,
and visual harmony through the Visual Resources Inventory (NPS, 2016).
The Federal Lands MOU documents how CDOT, USFS, and BLM collaborate to address visual
resource considerations for CDOT projects that include a HED.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTERISTICS AND SENSE OF
PLACE
This section summarizes the broad spectrum of core concepts and methods that link landscape
characteristics with perception and design.

Urban Landscapes – Perception
Kevin Lynch, The Image of the City, 1960
Kevin Lynch, an American urban planner, MIT professor, and author, is known for his work on the
perceptual form of urban environments. In his book, The Image of the City, Lynch explored how people
move through the city by engaging in way-finding and orienting themselves by using mental maps.
Research in Los Angeles, Boston, and Jersey City showed how way-finding was informed by paths, edges,
districts, nodes, and landmarks. In Chapter 1, “The Image of the Environment,” Lynch sets the
foundation for examining the elements of the city and perception as a composite.
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Forest Landscapes – Composition
R. Burton Litton, Jr., Forest Landscape Description and
Inventories―a basis for land planning and design, 1968
R. Burton Litton, Jr., was a research landscape architect at the Pacific Southwest Research Station,
Berkeley, and a professor emeritus of landscape architecture, University of California, Berkeley.
Professor Litton is among the pioneers in scenery management and visual resource assessment. He
stands out for his research and developmental approaches to landscape inventories, scenic analyses, and
enhancement of roadside views, beginning in the 1960s and continuing into the 1990s. Litton’s early
research provided a foundation for the visual resource management systems developed by the USFS and
BLM in the 1970s.
In Forest Landscape Description and Inventories―a basis for land planning and design, Litton established
the foundation for landscape inventories and scenic analysis, leading to landscape compositional types
as a visual framework for observation.

Vernacular Landscapes – American Landscape Studies
John Brinckerhoff Jackson, Discovering the Vernacular
Landscape, 1984, and A Sense of PLACE, a Sense of TIME, 1994
Jackson’s writings explored the culture of the vernacular landscape. His ideas were published
collectively between 1970 and 1997, beginning with Landscapes: Selected Writings of J.B. Jackson. He
laid the groundwork for a new field of landscape studies, which he further developed as an educator at
the University of California Berkeley and at Harvard in the 1960s and 1970s.
In Discovering the Vernacular Landscape, 1984, Jackson writes: “It is place, permanent position in both
the social and topographical sense, that gives us our identity.”
In A Sense of PLACE, a Sense of TIME, 1994, Jackson writes: “It is my own belief that a sense of place is
something that we ourselves create in the course of time. It is the result of habit or custom (page 151).”

Visual Quality Assessment – Expert and
Perception-Based Approaches
Terry C. Daniel, Wither scenic beauty? Visual Landscape
Quality Assessment in the 21st Century, 2001
Terry C. Daniel is a professor emeritus in the Department of Psychology, School for Renewable Natural
Resources, University of Arizona. In Wither scenic beauty?, Daniel reviews the history of systematic
processes to assess the quality of “our visual landscape,” with a focus on contrasts between expert and
perception-based approaches. Daniel concludes that “a successful merger of human
perceptual/judgmental processes could better serve environmental managers and insure more effective
representation of visual aesthetic quality in management decisions and policies (Page 277).”
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Craig Churchward, James Palmer, Joan Iverson Nassauer, and
Carys Anne Swanwick, “Evaluation of Methodologies for Visual
Impact Assessments,” 2013
National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) Report 741 provides comprehensive
evaluations of state DOTs, international methodologies, and case studies for VIAs. The literature and
case study reviews explore issues related to legality, methodologies, practice, and perception. Findings
include a summary of foundational concepts, including:
Perception of visual quality is an interaction between people and their environment.
It is important that the public be directly involved in defining existing visual quality and
visual quality management goals and in determining visual impacts.
Highway projects can affect the landscape and viewers and alter visual quality.
Responding to the visual impacts caused by a highway project requires the prior establishment of
corridor-specific visual quality management goals.
The FHWA Guidelines evolved from findings of NCHRP Report741.
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